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AN YOU BELIEVE THAT THE HOLIDAYS ARE
just around the corner and that we will be
closing out 2019 and welcoming 2020 very
shortly! 2019 was quite a year! The industry is
changing very quickly! The proliferation of the “own
premise” (tap rooms and “pop ups”) continues with
a new brew pub going in on the next street corner it
seems every month!

Do you know that the BI (Beverage Institute)
measures industry volume for both on and off
premise, and has the on premise being down 14%
in Boston. The only good news is that it has the off
premise up 7% and the overall business down only
1%! The BI doesn’t measure the tap room volume
so in reality there is more beer being consumed in Boston than the previous
year. What that number is, is beyond my ability to guess but you know a lot of
beer is being consumed in these tap rooms and pop ups.
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The Burke family and its employees would
like to thank you for all the support you
have given us this year and please know
your business is not taken for granted!

Knowing this consumer shift to the own premise, we continue to invest in the
developing of our wine and spirits. This year we have picked up some great
wines that we offer at a great price along with some new, innovative spirits.
If you haven’t ordered any Japanese whiskey lately you are missing out on a
new, hot trend. We have some great brands of this whiskey and you should ask
your Sales Representative about them if they haven’t already mentioned them
to you!
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In closing, the Burke family and its employees would like to thank you for all
the support you have given us this year and please know your business is
not taken for granted! 2019 was truly a transition year here at Burke. The
loss of Red Bull was a surprise but it has made us better. The new Functional
Beverage Division has worked hard and the lead brand, Bang, has been
working well for us. The phenomenal growth of seltzers has also helped spur on
the growth here at Burke.
Thank you for your support this year and on behalf of all the Burke employees
we wish you a great holiday season, both professionally and personally!
Sláinte!

Heady Times is published four times a year, courtesy
of Burke Distributing Corporation.
Follow @burkedist
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DeliveringTHE TASTE OF EXCELLENCE
Burke People Get The Job Done
Sign Shop
Antonio Macedo and Jeff Walsh stepped away
from the printing press to talk to us about
working in Burke’s Sign Shop
Heady Times (HT): You guys ready to
get interviewed?
Antonio Macedo (AM): I have butterflies
right now.
HT: How long have you both been
working here?
Jeff Walsh (JW): I just hit my five year mark this
past summer.
AM: I’m coming up on seven years.
HT: What’s a typical day here like?
JW: Typical day! We start off in the morning by
working with the merchandisers and reps to
get them whatever they need, like tap handles,
tabloids, banners, coroplast. They usually pop
in and out for a few hours then we get time to
ourselves to work on the list of requests.

Antonio Macedo (L) and Jeff Walsh, Graphic Designers Extraordinaire

HT: Does that list ever end?
JW: No, it’s never ending! It’s a long list.
AM: There can be some fire drills, a lot of last-minute stuff.
JW: Yeah, but we know that’s part of the business.
HT: What are your favorite things about the work you do here?
JW: I like that we can get work done at our own pace, we have a good
flow and work well together. We take turns going out back to the printer
and production area just to get up and moving and on our feet.
AM: I enjoy the creative aspect; at other places I’ve worked there’s been
very little leeway with that. We always follow a brand’s basic guidelines
but there are a lot of requests we can get creative with.
JW: Yeah, sometimes the smaller brands don’t have much artwork so
we’ll kind of do our own thing and have fun with it. We can both be very
picky about how things look but you can’t get too bogged down because
it can take up a lot of time and we need to get things done. The name
of the game is speed, it needs to go out.
HT: Does working on menus ever make you thirsty?
JW: All the time! Working on the beer and cocktail lists, the food menus
– my mouth waters sometimes.
AM: It’s very hard working on food designs right before lunch.
HT: What are some of your favorite Burke drinks?
JW: I love Wormtown’s Be Hoppy IPA and their Blizzard of ’78 that’s out
for the season.

HT: Do you ever get to see things you’ve
worked on out in the market?
AM: Yeah, it’s cool when it happens. We
like seeing pictures of what we’ve done
once it’s placed in the account and seeing
how it looks. Getting that feedback is huge.
JW: I agree. We just worked on a big
perforated vinyl Corona window display
over on Canal Street and the rep sent us
pictures. That was a big project and I was
nervous about how it would turn out, but
it looks great. We also do a lot of cooler
wraps in liquor stores and the reps will send
us pictures once they’re up so we get to
see how they look in the space.
HT: Would you rather fight one horsesized duck or one hundred duck-sized
horses?
JW: Wow. I would tame the duck-sized
horse and ride it. I don’t want to hurt
anything.
AM: I’d have to go with the duck-sized
horses, personally. I’d be afraid of that one
large duck bill.
HT: What do you guys do for fun?
AM: Drink lots of beer?
JW: Drink lots of beer, on the golf course!
www.burkedist.com HeadyTimes v.13
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CoverSTORY
Saint Archer Gold: “The Best Light Beer in The World”
Early test markets show it’s already attracting
a strong following. In the four markets where
the beer was tested, a whopping 53% said
they would spend their own money on the
product. That speaks volumes. (Most test
marketers are happy if 30% of those who
sampled indicate they would purchase it, if
left to their own devices.)
“Our team spent a year getting the taste of
Saint Archer right,” says Verdu. “It is slightly
more hop-forward in flavor than other light
beers, but it’s still crisp and refreshing.
And it’s a more upscale alternative to most
light beers.”

Saint Archer Brewing President Brad Nadal

A

S MILLERCOORS RELEASES THEIR WHITE-HOT BRAND SAINT
Archer Gold nationally, the taste and quality of the liquid underscore
why some call it the best light beer in the world. Low in calories, but
bursting with flavor most light beers can only dream of, Saint Archer Gold is
attracting “mindful millennials” back to the beer category. Brewery president
Brad Nadal has recognized that active-lifestyle millennial consumers are
looking for an authentic drink to join them in their pursuit of happiness – a
beer that doesn’t hold them back, a “light for the journey.”
Enter Saint Archer Gold.
A helles-inspired lager made with Noble hops, Saint Archer Gold has
made huge waves in initial test markets. At 95 calories and only 2.6
grams of carbs, Saint Archer Gold fills what Nadal calls a “white space
for taste and lifestyle authenticity in the above-premium light space.”
Saint Archer’s aim with Gold was to create a “beer that appeals to
Michelob Ultra drinkers, who have prioritized lower carbs and calories
over flavor and quality.”
Mindful millennials are seeking brands that embrace a life of balance
and self-actualization [see sidebar: what is a mindful millennial?] just
like the Saint Archer brewers. This validates the brand’s authenticity.
“When consumers taste the liquid, they buy it for its flavor,” said Paul
Verdu, vice president of sales & marketing for Tenth and Blake, the
MillerCoors craft and import division. “That’s when we decided it wasn’t
an exaggeration to call it ‘The Ultimate Light Beer.’”
Nadal points out, “We’re essentially the opposite of Ultra. We aren’t
about the finish, we aren’t about the end game or being the best…
we’re about being in the moment… the journey. Being there for our
consumers’ passions, whether that’s art, music, sports, outdoors etc. We
want to be there for our consumers along the way, as they do the things
they love.” This is the Saint Archer lifestyle. “Our founders came from
all walks of life: skaters, snowboarders, surfers, photographers, artists,
musicians, who all came together to brew beers that fit who we are and
what we love.” Saint Archer Gold reflects that belief: a go-anywhere,
taste-forward, low-carb, low-cal brew that is perfect for the journey.
2
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Saint Archer Gold was crafted in response
to two major industry trends: the huge
growth in above-premium, lower-calorie,
low ABV beers (Gold clocks in at just
4.2% ABV and is one of the lowest-calorie
lagers in the market) and the renewed
interest in flavorful, light lagers desired by
modern consumers.
Verdu went on to explain that a helles beer
this good could only be made by a team
of highly skilled brewmasters. “This style is
regarded by many as the absolute pinnacle
of brewing science and art. The beer must
mature for a long time – about six weeks
– and there is no room for error. Any off
flavors have no place to hide.” All that hard
work has paid off – Verdu and his team
believe that “the stars really aligned” when
they created Saint Archer Gold. The liquid is
that good.
Founded in San Diego by Josh Landan
in 2013, with the help of a group of
professional surfers, skateboarders and
snowboarders, Saint Archer was born out
of his team’s “commitment to following the
path less travelled, and the realization that
sometimes when you’re going down a road

CoverSTORY
What is a Mindful Millennial?
untraveled by others,
you might want a light
for the journey.” Once
again, that authenticity
and mindset speaks to
active, health-conscious
21 to 39 year-olds.
Since the launch of the
first nationally-available
American light beer back
in 1975, the beers of
the category have been
appreciated for what
they lack – fewer carbs,
less calories and less alcohol – compared
to their full-figured brethren. And while
they do taste like beer, drinkers accepted
the reality of the situation. Most true beer
lovers understood that they couldn’t enjoy
their beloved beverage and maintain a
healthy-ish lifestyle, without sacrificing
something. And that something was
exceptional flavor.
But that was then, this is now.
Saint Archer Gold represents the future of
beer. An above-premium, authentic, lifestyle
beer that is low in calories and carbs, that
doesn’t sacrifice taste. Most importantly,
it’s the new benchmark for a beer segment
that generates 85 percent of the industry’s
volume. For Nadal and his team, the sky
is the limit for Saint Archer Gold. “We’re
confident we have a winner here,” says
Nadal. “Once we get the consumer to try
it, we win! We’re excited to align with the
team at Burke and get this Ultimate Light
Beer to their retailers and in the hands of
our consumers!”

“When consumers
taste the liquid, they buy it

•M
 illennials are young adults between 24 & 39 years
of age.
• Mindful millennials are defined by their aspirations.
• T hey strive to live each and every day with purpose &
find community with like-minded individuals.
• T hey refuse to be defined by any one role in their lives –
job title or parenthood, for example.
• Quality of life is their Holy Grail.
•O
 verworked and stressed out, these individuals seek
well-made brands that complement their active lifestyles
and won’t hold them back.

The mindful millennial’s life is a journey
and Saint Archer Gold is the beer they
reach for when they need an emotional &
genuine breather.

What You Need to Know About
Saint Archer Gold
•S
 aint Archer Gold appeals to above-premium shoppers
age 21-39, who make 50% more beer trips and spend
16% more per trip.
•A
 vailable in draught, as well as 12 and 16 oz. cans,
Saint Archer Gold is priced in line with the growing,
above-premium segment.
• T here is a 26% lift in sales when shelved and priced
with Mich Ultra.
•N
 early half of all Mich Ultra drinkers are over 50, while
Saint Archer Gold appeals to younger consumers.
•S
 ampling this crisp, light-bodied lager has resulted in a
boost in sales in early test markets and remains central
to MillerCoors’ national launch strategy.

MillerCoors will support the brand with a full
media package, including television spots, a
digital and social media campaign, outdoor
advertising, sampling events and a presence
at MillerCoors-sponsored venues and events.

for its flavor, that’s when
we decided it wasn’t an
exaggeration to call it
‘The Ultimate Light Beer.’”
– Paul Verdu
www.burkedist.com HeadyTimes v.13
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BrewerHIGHLIGHT
Carlson Orchards

C

ARLSON ORCHARDS WAS FOUNDED IN 1936 BY WALTER AND
Eleanor Carlson in Harvard, MA. Throughout the thirties and
forties, they made their living from a diversified farm of chickens,
cows, potatoes and apples. In the late sixties, the farm became more
focused on growing fruits and transitioned to an orchard with apples as
the main crop. Bruce, Frank and Robert Carlson, the three proud sons
of Walter and Eleanor, are dedicated to maintaining their family’s fine
reputation of growing high quality fruit and producing a variety of apple
products that was started 83 years ago. Carlson Orchards now grows
fruit on 120 acres including apples, peaches, nectarines, blueberries,
raspberries and pumpkins.
In addition to growing and selling apples, Carlson Orchards has produced
Massachusetts’ market leading non-alcoholic farmstand cider for
the last 40 years. This premium cider is sold throughout the state in
supermarkets such as Whole Foods, Stop & Shop, Big Y, and Roche
Bros, as well as hundreds of smaller retailers. It was a natural evolution
to add hard cider to the portfolio of this well established brand.
Hard Cider Beginnings
The Carlson brothers had been contemplating entering the hard cider for
several years and ended up consulting with Stormalong Cider who have a
production facility in Leominster, MA, located in the same building where
Carlson’s sweet cider is pressed and bottled. The goal was to make a
hard cider similar to Carlson’s premium farmstand cider with a fresh
apple taste and aroma. The first offering was an unfiltered, semi-sweet,
hazy cider named, “Oak Hill Blend,” in homage to the road where the
Carlson’s home orchard is located. After selling through smaller batches
of “Oak Hill Blend” direct through the farm, the Carlsons decided to
scale up batch sizes and enter the wholesale market in partnership with
the Massachusetts Beverage Alliance distributors. The first shipments of
“Oak Hill Blend” headed out the door to stores in the Spring of 2018.

4
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Steady Expansion
Carlson Orchards product line has since
increased to four different unfiltered styles.
In addition to “Oak Hill Blend”, the line
includes “Shandy Stand”, a cider shandy
made with Carlson’s gourmet lemonade,
“Harvard Harvest”, a seasonal cider made
with a blend of holiday spices, and the
newest edition “Honeycrisp”, which features
Honeycrisp apples and organic wildflower
honey. Each 16 ounce can features Carlson
Orchards signature apple logo.
This October, the Carlsons completed
construction on a beautiful new 3000
square foot post and beam taproom
overlooking the orchard. Nestled amongst
the trees, the compelling space features
indoor and outdoor seating and currently
offers tastings and growler fills. You can
also purchase 4-packs of Carlson Orchards
hard cider in their orchard store along with
all of their signature farm stand products,
including fresh apples. There are big
plans for this new addition in 2020! With
both the taproom completion and the
introduction of three new hard cider styles
in 2019, it’s been an exciting year for
Carlson Orchards. The Carlson family hopes
that the orchard and new taproom will be a
destination that visitors can experience and
enjoy for years to come.

Off-PremiseSPOTLIGHT
Dion’s Fine Wines
We sat down to chat with Joseph Dion, co-owner of Dion’s Fine
Wines which has five locations in Waltham, Woburn, Natick,
and Newton.
Heady Times (HT): Can you tell us about the history of
the stores?
Joe Dion (JD): My great-grandfather started the business in 1933,
the original store was on Lexington Street. He was a driver for
Coca-Cola and managed to the first license issued in Waltham
right after the end of Prohibition. My grandfather was in WWII and
after the war was over he and his brother joined the business with
my great grandfather. When my father took over in the 80s he
expanded by opening the River Street store in Waltham in 1985
and then Woburn in the late 80s. After my sisters and I joined him
in the business and eventually took over running operations we
opened Newton Center and then Natick. My father is still involved Joe Dion (second from right) and the crew at Dion’s Fine Wines on
River Street in Waltham
but he’s been enjoying spending more time with our mother.
HT: What’s it like running five different businesses with
your family?
JD: My father is cool because he’s hands on but he lets us go, he’s
not a micromanager. If he was, it would be harder. My sisters, Leah
and Sarah, and I all get along great which is surprising. Real surprising!
[laughs] Sometimes it’s a battle but at the end of the day we all trust
one another and we’re here for each other.
HT: When did you get involved with the business?
JD: I went to college but I always knew I wanted to do this. My sisters
got involved shortly after they finished college as well. My father was
content with three locations but my sisters and I were ambitious. In
addition to opening Natick and Newton we also moved and expanded
the River Street location in 2008. The difference in sales was incredible;
business doubled, then tripled. We also expanded the Lexington Street
store a couple of years later.
HT: Are the selections the same in each store?
JD: We keep liquor and wine streamlined but our beer managers have
free rein. They have a lot of knowledge and they’re very in tune to what
our customers are looking for. We also emphasize the quality of our
customer service at every store. People can shop anywhere; they have a
choice. Pricing is important, but that’s not everything. We sell a lot of the
same things as the guy down the street, but I think our customer service
sets us apart.
HT: With five stores, that’s a lot of staff. What’s your approach
to personnel?
JD: We’re lucky, we have a lot of good people working for the company.
We treat our staff well, we give them a lot of responsibility and try to
keep them excited and engaged. Rick Berman has been with us for at
least 25 years, his son works here too and his father did as well. Things
like that cement us as a family business and we take a lot of pride in
that. It’s different than a lot of these big chains coming into the state.
It’s hard to compete and I think that’s why we’ve done well, we still have
a good family feel.

HT: What kind of trends have you
noticed in beer?
JD: Seltzers have just gone crazy. Our
younger clientele are very heavy seltzer
buyers which makes me think that category
is going to have real staying power. As
far as imports go, Modelo is huge around
here, we crank through it. I’ve noticed the
craft 16 oz. 4 packs are softening a bit.
I think that’s because a lot of people are
going straight to the taprooms themselves,
drinking on premise and buying cans
there before they leave. I think taprooms
are really affecting the craft segment,
but I think things are getting tougher for
them too because there are so many of
them. A lot of breweries are basically also
running restaurants now and that’s a very
hard business.
HT: Any plans yet to bring in a 5th
generation of the Dion family into
the business?
JD: Well, me and my sisters are all under
40 so it’ll be awhile! Each of us has three
kids, so there are a lot of cousins. They
come in on weekends and they have fun
being in the store. I remember my father
used to bring us in on Sundays. He left me
alone once in the liquor room when I was
about 6 years old. I was playing with the
pricing gun and stickered all the bottles
$2.99. He caught it but he wasn’t happy
with me! It was fun growing up in the family
business for sure. We try to keep it fun.
www.burkedist.com HeadyTimes v.13
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On-PremiseSPOTLIGHT
Union Oyster House
Jim Malinn is the General Manager of the Union Oyster House in Boston.
He took time out of his busy day to chat and give us a tour of the oldest
restaurant in the United States
Heady Times (HT): How long have you been with the Union
Oyster House?
Jim Malinn (JM): I’ve been here a total 40 years. I started in 1979 as a
full time as a bartender than a night manager. I went down to part time
in 1987 because I went into the trades and got my plumbing license.
Back in ’95 I came back to help for a few weeks because the GM was
sick. Three weeks turned into three months, three months turned into six
months and here I am. It’s a very unusual restaurant because there’s not
a lot of turnover here. Troy behind the bar has been here longer than me
and he’s younger than me!
HT: Why do you think that is?
JM: Joseph Milano and Mary Ann Milano Picardi are the owners.
They’re siblings and have been running things for about fifty years.
They’re a wonderful family, great businesspeople, and great stewards
of the building and all its history. They treat the staff like family; this
doesn’t work unless there’s a little bit of humanity mixed in with the
business plan.
HT: This building is so old and there’s history everywhere you look.
What’s that upkeep like?
JM: We have person whose full-time job it is to tend to the upkeep of
the building, there’s a lot that goes into it. It’s almost like a museum
in a lot of ways. People love that aspect, they travel from all over the
world to Boston and make this one of their stops. We’re America’s oldest
operating restaurant; we’ve been open since 1826 and the building itself
has been here since about 1704.
HT: Tell us a little bit about your approach to the bar.
JM: We do about 80% food and 20% beverage and that doesn’t vary
much. It might be the inverse for some places around here but that
ratio for us has been consistent. We’re a large volume restaurant and
we sell a lot of beer! We have eight draft lines and there’s a healthy
representation from Burke. We have Sam Lager, Sam Brick Red, Sam
Seasonal, Blue Moon and Miller Lite. We also have Sam Adams Colonial
ale which is made in the brewery at Jamaica Plain and sold exclusively to
us. It’s a molasses-based beer and it’s become our best-selling draft. It
would probably burn Jim Koch’s butt to hear, but we probably sell more
of that than the Boston Lager.
HT: Looks like you have a great relationship with Sam!
JM: Doyle’s in JP was the first place to carry Sam Lager and we were the
second. I always date myself telling this story to reps, but I remember
one Sunday I made a call and had Jim Koch come pull up in his K-car
station wagon and bring us in two cases of Sam Adams through the front
door. And then the reps all say, “Really? What the hell is a K Car?” It
was a vehicle that Lee Iacocca designed in the 80s. Anyway, that’s how
far back we go with Sam, we have a lot of loyalty to them.
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Jim Malinn, General Manager of Union Oyster House

HT: How many draft systems are in
the building?
JM: We have three pouring centers: we
have the main bar here, we have the draft
at the oyster bar, and we have a small bar
upstairs for the dining rooms. Beer is about
51% of our beverage sales and draft beer is
the most profitable item we offer.
HT: Do you offer much in cans
and bottles?
JM: In terms of percentages, package is
about 11% of that beer piece. What I’ve
seen more and more of over the past few
years is people gravitating towards cans
and I think there are a lot of good reasons
for that. You see it with crafts, some of
these 4 packs are getting top prices and
they’re selling like crazy. We see that
popularity, so we’ve been cycling through
different craft options in cans lately, too.
HT: In addition to its history this
place is known for high-profile
people sightings.
JM: We are, you should go through our
autograph books! Obama was here about
four years ago on the way back from a
Labor Day breakfast. He sat upstairs and
there was a group of about five ladies up
there for a bachelorette party and so he sat
with them and took selfies. We’ve also had
George Bush here as well as Jimmy Carter
and Bill Clinton. You never know who’s
going to walk through our door.

NewPRODUCTS
Notch Raw Power

Arnie’s Spiked Iced Tea

Raw Power is a New England IPA with big
citrus and tropical fruit flavors with a bright
and dry finish. It’s a Small IPA, meaning
you’ll never be fatigue in flavor or strength.
ABV: 4.5% Packages: 12 oz. cans and draught
Availability: Now, year‑round

Shoppers have spoken, and
they love Arnold Palmer Spiked
Half-and-Half, so we’re bringing
them something else they’ll
love: Arnold Palmer Spiked
Iced Tea with 5% ABV. Made
with natural, real brewed tea,
Arnold Palmer’s Spiked Iced
Tea is the perfect beverage to
commemorate good times with
good people. ABV: 5% Packages: 12 oz. and 24 oz.
cans Availability: Year‑round, beginning in March

Blue Moon Light Sky
Blue Moon Light Sky is
the best of both worlds:
lots of flavor at only 95
calories. It’s a lighter,
more sessionable beer
that’s meant to keep
things refreshing. Blue
Moon fans searching for
a better-for-you option that doesn’t
sacrifice on taste will love the elevated feel of Light
Sky’s bright citrus notes. ABV: 4% Package: 12 oz.
cans only Availability: Year‑round, beginning in February

Keystone Light Keylightful
Light, fruity flavors are an important trend across beer,
especially with younger consumers. Keylightful is an
extension of Keystone Light that ups the fun factor on an
easy-drinking brew, bringing together a refreshing splash
of raspberry and lime, with the always smooth, go-to
beer, Keystone Light. ABV: 4.2% Package: 12 oz. cans
only Availability: Year‑round, beginning in March

Arnie’s Spiked Lemonade
Since shoppers loved the Arnold Palmer Spiked Halfand-Half so much, we’re also making Arnold Palmer
Spiked Lemonade! It’s the same great-tasting,
fresh-squeezed lemon juice from
our Spiked Half-and-Half that
fans already love. ABV: 5%
Packages: 12 oz. and 24 oz.
cans Availability: Year‑round,
beginning in March

Cape Line White Peach Sangria
Cape Line fans will be delighted to find a brand-new
flavor, White Peach Sangria, in all Cape Line 12-pack
variety packs. This fizzy, breezy sparkling
cocktail provides tons of berry delicious taste
at only 120 calories a can. With 6 simple
ingredients and nothing artificial, shoppers
can enjoy all effervescent flavors, including
Margarita, Blackberry Mojito and Hard
Strawberry Lemonade, without compromise.
ABV: 4.5% Package: 12 oz. cans only
Available: Year‑round, beginning in January

Cape Line Margarita
Coors Edge
It’s finally here – a
nonalcoholic beer that
actually tastes like a beer
people love. Coors Edge is
proving that low-ABV drinks
can still carry all the flavor
and badge value of Coors
Banquet. Plus it has the lowest
carb and calorie count of any nonalcoholic beer.
ABV: <0.5% Packages: 12 oz. bottles and cans
Availability: Year‑round, beginning in January

Cape Line Margarita sips just like a
margarita but at only 120 calories a
can – that’s 20 percent fewer calories
than the average margarita and 55
percent fewer calories than Bud Light
Ritas. This naturally delicious sparkling
cocktail is sure to be a crowd-pleaser
all season long. It’s now available
in a 6-pack, so keep the good
times rolling. ABV: 4.5% Package: 12 oz. cans only
Availability: Year‑round, beginning in January

www.burkedist.com HeadyTimes v.13
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NewPRODUCTS
La Colombe
Hard Cold Brew Coffees

Redd’s Is Getting a
Major Upgrade

These quality, premium, rich beverages are a
perfect blend of alcohol and medium-roasted
Columbian and Brazilian coffee. Lower in calories
with 50mg of caffeine per 9 oz. serving, La
Colombe Hard Cold Brew Coffees are available in
Black and Vanilla flavors.

The Redd’s
products you
know and love will
soon be new and improved, and more apple-forward
than ever. Apple Ale with Strawberry will be sporting
a new color after a special recipe change to bring out
even more fruit flavor. The same applies for Apple Ale
with Peach and Apple Ale with Black Cherry, so keep
your eyes peeled. Apple Ale original will be staying
the same, because why change a beloved classic?
Availability: Year‑round, beginning this spring

La Colombe
Hard Cold Brew Coffee Black
Only 100 calories and 6g of cane sugar, La
Colombe Hard Cold Brew Black is ultra-smooth
and light-bodied, with slight creaminess. This
authentic cold brew coffee has a delicate balance
of sweetness and bitterness, highlighted by notes
of baker’s cocoa. ABV: 4.2% Package: 9 oz.
cans only Availability: Year‑round, beginning in
early January

La Colombe Hard Cold Brew
Coffee Vanilla
Silky, ultra-smooth and light-bodied, with a slight
creaminess, La Colombe Hard Cold Brew Vanilla has
an authentic, smooth, cold-brew taste, accented by
rich vanilla bean and dark chocolate notes. A hint of
vanilla sweetness balances the dark, roasted flavors
from the coffee beans. Vanilla has only 110 calories
and 8g of cane sugar. ABV: 4.2% Package: 9 oz. cans
only Availability: Year‑round, beginning in early January

Leinenkugel’s Spritzen
Leinenkugel’s Spritzen, named after the German word
for “splash,” is about to become synonymous with
“refreshing.” Spritzen combines the crisp effervescence
of beer with the naturally fruity notes of a seltzer. At 93
calories and 0 grams of sugar,
it’s all flavor with no compromise.
Shoppers can try all three flavors
in new variety packs: Raspberry
Lemon, Pineapple Strawberry
and Grapefruit. ABV: 4.2%
Package: 12 oz. cans only
Availability: Year‑round, beginning
in March

New Look, Same Great Molson’s
When shoppers see Molson’s Canadian, the legacy
of shared values, connection and contribution to
community is clear. So even with the brand’s new
packaging, they’re not straying far from what works.
Keep an eye out for a new
look that celebrates the history
of great-tasting beer brewed
in Canada for more than
seven generations – and one
that nods toward the future.
Availability: Year‑round,
beginning this spring

Saint Archer Gold
Beer lovers who cherish their ultra-active
lifestyles finally don’t have to skimp out on great
tasting beer when they reach for something
low-cal. Saint Archer Gold is a brand-new,
crisp, refreshing, light-bodied lager that clocks
in at just 95 calories. Brewed in
the tradition of helles lagers, this
light lager remains true to the spirit of
Saint Archer and the freewheeling lifestyles
of its enthusiasts. The launch of Saint
Archer Gold will excite adventurers who
live their lives for the journey. ABV: 4.2%
Packages: 12 and 16 oz. cans and draught
Availability: Year‑round, beginning in January

Four Loko Hard Seltzer
Black Cherry
Four Loko’s Black Cherry hard seltzer is made
with a hint of black cherry. With an ABV of
12%, it’s the “hardest seltzer in the universe.”
ABV: 12% Package: 23.5 oz. cans only
Availability: Now, year‑round
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NewPRODUCTS
Corona Hard Seltzer
Variety Pack
The #1 most refreshing beer
is bringing a lighter, less filling
option to the hard seltzer
category. Introducing Corona
Hard Seltzer, the only 0g carb,
all Corona, hard seltzer. With 0g
carbs, 0g sugars, 90 calories,
4.5% ABV and gluten-free,
Corona Hard Seltzer is a tasty, better-for-you alcoholic
beverage rooted in Corona’s chill attitude and high-end
credibility. This 12-pack variety includes: Tropical Lime,
Cherry, Blackberry Lime and Mango. ABV: 4.5%
Availability: Year‑round, beginning in March

Corona Refresca Más
Building on the success of the Corona
Refresca launch in 2019, Corona
Refresca Más, a flavorful, tropical
cocktail, with a higher ABV, will launch
in 2020. Refresca Más, available in
Mango Citrus and Tropical Berry flavors,
offers a burst of tropical fruit flavor and
8% ABV for a delicious taste experience.
ABV: 8% Package: 24 oz. cans only
Availability: Year‑round, beginning
in March

Corona Familiar
24 oz. Cans
Rooted in authentic, rich heritage, Corona
Familiar is the flavorful, easy-to-drink beer
that creates meaningful and authentic
moments and experiences with those who
matter most. In 2020, Corona Familiar
will be available in a new package size:
24 oz. single serve cans. ABV: 4.8%
Availability: Year‑round, beginning in March

Modelito 7 oz. Bottles
Modelo is launching its first small format offering with
a 24-pack of 7 oz. bottles, called Modelito. The small
format bottles will capitalize on the brand’s success,
while offering a smaller portion size. Modelito 7 oz.
bottles will mirror Modelo 12 oz. bottles, with a clear
color, unique shape
and topped off with
the signature gold
foil. ABV: 4.35%
Availability: Year‑round,
beginning in March

Kingfisher Premium
Kingfisher Premium, one of the first
mild beers to be launched under the
Kingfisher umbrella, is associated
with the Good Times in more ways
than one. From music and food
to sporting events, the brand will
make sure that you always have the
#GoodTimes! ABV: 4.8% Package: 12 oz. bottles only
Availability: Now, year‑round

Greater Good Shine On
Shine On is new for 2019
made for Boston! Shine
On features some of
the favorite hops used
in 2018. Greater Good
has dialed this juicy,
New England-style hazy
IPA in to just over 8%
but it goes down like
your favorite 5% beers. The unique hop blend and dryhop techniques provide a delicious mixture of orange
and grapefruit paired with subtle notes of tropical
island fruits. All of that on top of a soft mouthfeel and
smooth finish. ABV: 8.4% Package: 16 oz. cans only
Availability: Now, year‑round

Magners Berry Irish Cider
Naturally gluten-free, Magners Berry is a blend
of strawberry, raspberry and blackcurrant
fruit notes on a fermented pear base. This
sweet, fruity cider has a crisp, refreshing
finish. ABV: 4% Package: 12 oz. bottles only
Availability: Year‑round, beginning in February

Magners Variety Pack
Magners Irish Cider is the oldest Irish Cider, and today’s
batches are made with the same recipe created
by founder William Magner over 80 years ago. A
countrywide favorite for celebrations and drinking rituals
since its inception, Magners has come to be defined
by authenticity, highquality craftsmanship, and
historically unique purity
of taste. The Magners
Variety Pack includes:
Magners Original,
Berry and Pear. Slainte!
Availability: Year‑round,
beginning in February
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NewPRODUCTS
A New Look for Paulaner Portfolio
Paulaner USA, the U.S. importer of the legendary
Paulaner Brewery portfolio and other premium
beverage alcohol brands, is set to launch a
brand-new bottle and redesigned packaging for
its entire brand portfolio in spring 2020. The
new short neck bottle design will feature highquality brand embossing in the glass along with
a bolder, larger logo and traditional, authentic
Paulaner Biergarten illustration unique to the
brands heritage. Availability: Year‑round,
beginning this spring

A New Look for Hacker-Pschorr
Hacker-Pschorr, the Munich-based brewery, is set
to launch a new bottle design and logo in spring
2020. The new Hacker-Pschorr logo is strikingly
bigger, thicker and louder and represents
the boldness of the amazing Hacker-Pschorr
brews. The diamond pattern on the new short
neck bottle emphasizes the Bavarian origin
of the beer. The bottle also includes a new
descriptor that defines the qualities of beer.
Availability: Year‑round, beginning this spring

White Claw Natural Lime
16 and 19.2 oz. Cans
Fan favorite, White Claw Natural
Lime, will soon be available in 16 and
19.2 oz. cans in addition to 12 oz.
cans currently available. Natural Lime
is a crisp, clean, spiked seltzer with
notes of natural lime juiciness for
a taste that’s timelessly refreshing.
ABV: 5% Availability: Year‑round,
beginning in March

White Claw Variety Pack
Flavor Collection No. 2
White Claw will be launching a second variety pack
this spring that will include Mango in addition to three
new flavors: Watermelon, Lemon and Tangerine,
which can only be found in this mixed pack.
Availability: Year‑round, beginning in March

White Claw Hard Seltzer – Surge
New White Claw Surge offers delicious
hard seltzer taste with a higher ABV.
Gluten-free with only 2g of sugar,
White Claw Surge is available in
Cranberry and Blood Orange flavors.
ABV: 7% Package: 16 oz. cans only
Availability: Year‑round, beginning
in March

Cayman Jack Margarita
19.2 oz. Cans
Crafted with only the finest ingredients
including 100% agave nectar, real cane sugar
and organic lime juice, Cayman Jack is the
world’s first hand-crafted margarita! Those fine
ingredients are then blended with an ultrapure malt base. Made from premium beer
that has been purified and filtered over 10 times, it’s a
taste as pure and clean as vodka. Available in 19.2 oz.
cans this spring, Cayman Jack Margarita is arguably
the most refreshing margarita in the world! ABV: 5.8%
Availability: Year‑round, beginning in March

Cayman Jack Moscow Mule
Cayman Jack Moscow Mule has a beautiful balance
between, sweetness from the sugar and tartness from
the lime, with a hint of spicy
ginger. Clean and smooth on the
finish, it’s very thirst-quenching.
ABV: 5.8% Packages: 12 oz.
bottles and 19.2 oz. cans
Availability: Year‑round, beginning
in March

Cayman Jack Mojito
Cayman Jack Cuban Mojito is hand crafted
with Cuban mint, organic lime & real cane
sugar. This refreshing, all natural concoction
was inspired by the recipes of bartenders in
Havana. ABV: 5.8% Package: 11.2 oz. bottles
only Availability: Now, year‑round

Revolution Hazy Hero
Gaze into the mist and discover the
transcendental supremacy of American hops in
Revolution’s newest Hazy IPA. A smooth, velvety
body sets the stage for big fruit-forward flavor and
a refreshing finish. ABV: 7.3% Package: 12 oz.
cans only Availability: Now, year‑round
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NewPRODUCTS
Truly Lemonade Hard Seltzer
Truly Lemonade Hard Seltzer is the perfect mix of
refreshing hard seltzer and sweet lemonade, for
a drink that’s big on taste and low on calories.
At just 100 calories, 1 g of sugar and 5% ABV,
Truly Lemonade is perfectly balanced, with the
sweetness of real lemonade and refreshment of
seltzer to deliver a crisp, clean finish. ABV: 5%
Package: 24 oz. cans only Availability: Year‑round,
beginning in January/February

Truly Lemonade
Hard Seltzer Mix Pack
Available in this new 12-pack,
12 oz. can variety are:
Black Cherry Lemonade,
Original Lemonade, Mango
Lemonade and Strawberry
Lemonade. Package: 23.5 oz.
Availability: Year‑round,
beginning in January/February

Truly Hard Seltzer
Watermelon & Kiwi
Watermelon & Kiwi delivers tropical
refreshment, with juicy watermelon and
tart candied kiwi notes. With a sweet
upfront taste and a crisp, clean finish,
Watermelon & Kiwi has a well-rounded,
easy to drink flavor that will leave you truly
satisfied. ABV: 5% Package: 12 oz. cans
only Availability: Year‑round, beginning in
January/February

Dogfish Head American Beauty
Hazy Ripple IPA
An all-new collaboration with the Grateful
Dead, this year’s version of American
Beauty is a hazy IPA bursting with juicy
citrus notes. This unfiltered IPA is brewed
with an ancient heirloom grain called
Spelt to build haze & dosed with a special
yeast designed to liberate the hop aromatics. ABV: 7%
Package: 12 oz. cans only Availability: Now, year‑round

Smirnoff Ice SMASH Blue
Raspberry + Blackberry
Smirnoff Ice SMASH Blue Raspberry +
Blackberry delivers a new flavor duo to
the higher ABV segment. Juicy Blackberry
SMASHed with sweet Blue Raspberry
delivers a burst of smooth berry flavor.
ABV: 8% Package: 23.5 oz. cans only
Availability: Year‑round, beginning in January

Smirnoff Seltzer 8% Spiked
New Smirnoff Seltzer 8% Spiked has
zero sugar, no artificial sweeteners,
is only 67 calories per serving and is
available in two delicious flavors: Blood
Orange and Blackberry. Blood Orange
has a juicy, sweet orange character
with slight bitter blood orange
notes. Blackberry has sweet, fresh
blackberry and raspberry aromas, with
a hint of strawberry and jammy berry flavor. ABV: 8%
Package: 23.5 oz. cans only Availability: Year‑round,
beginning in late February

Smirnoff Ice Zero Sugar

Twisted Tea Half + Half
Bag ’N Box
Twisted Tea favorite, Half + Half combines the classic
flavors of iced tea and lemonade, with a kick. And
beginning this winter, it will be available
in a 5 liter Bag ’N Box – that’s 14,
12 oz. servings in one convenient
package – perfect for all you party
needs! Half + Half will join Twisted
Tea Original, currently available
in this unique package. ABV: 5%
Availability: Year‑round, beginning
in March

Smirnoff Ice is known for quality drinks bursting with
flavor, with the right balance of citrus and sweet, and
new Smirnoff Zero Sugar is no exception! Smirnoff
Ice Zero Sugar has 2.5g carbs, less than 100
calories and of course, 0g sugar, with 100% Smirnoff
Ice flavor. ABV: 4.5% Package: 11.2 oz. bottles only
Availability: Year‑round, beginning in January

NEW to Burke!
Stiegl Grapefruit Radler
Real grapefruit juice gives this deliciously
refreshing Radler its amber natural cloudiness
and pleasant tangy taste. The refreshingly fruity
taste makes Stiegl-Radler Grapefruit a wonderful
thirst quencher. ABV: 2% Packages: 16.9 oz.
cans and draught Availability: Now, year‑round
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SeasonalSELECTIONS
When Demand Exceeds Supply
Many of our craft seasonal and specialty releases are
available in limited or extremely limited quantities.
Breweries only produce a certain amount of their
specialty beers and Burke does all they can to get as
much product as possible. In addition, this publication
is compiled months prior to the decision made by the
brewery to allocate their products to the wholesaler.
Variations in production for some of these limited
release offerings will fluctuate, resulting in lower
quantities than anticipated.
If you are interested in something you see in this
publication and it is out of stock when you place your
order, please contact your Burke Sales Representative
to discuss a similar option.

Carlson Orchards
Harvard Harvest
A delectable hard cider bursting with flavors
of fresh apples and baked apple pie. Just
enough spice, just enough sweet. ABV: 5%
Packages: 16 oz. cans and draught
Availability: Limited availability, now

Carlson Orchards Honey Crisp
Like biting into a fresh Honeycrisp apple.
This semi-sweet hard cider is both
juicy and tart with a bit of honey on
the finish. ABV: 5% Packages: 16 oz.
cans and draught Availability: Limited
availability, now

Mike’s Hard Apricot
New Mike’s Hard Apricot Lemonade has a
ripe apricot aroma with a hint of lemon zest.
It has a refreshingly sweet apricot taste, with
a nice citrus lemon finish and delivers just
the right balance of apricot sweetness and
lemon tartness. ABV: 5% Package: 12 oz.
bottles only Availability: Now

Artifact No New Friends
Tart and complex, this bold and effervescent
craft cider with cranberries is made for
gathering and party-going. Made with
McIntosh apples and cranberries, this
cider has a dry, tart taste with bold acidity.
ABV: 5.8% Package: 16 oz. cans only
Availability: Limited availability, Now
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Long Trail Flyin Ryan IPA
Brewed in the spirit of Flyin Ryan Hawks, a
Vermont skier who passed away during a freeskier
competition in 2011. In celebration of Ryan’s kind
heart and free spirit, we put together this juicy
IPA with untracked amounts of galaxy, simcoe and
Amarillo hops. A portion of proceeds from Flyin
Ryan IPA benefit the Flyin Ryan Hawks Foundation.
ABV: 6% Package: 16 oz. cans only Availability: Now

Long Trail Survival Pack
Seasonal variety pack includes Long
Trail Ale, Green Blaze IPA, Long
Trail Lager, and Epic Run IPA.
ABV: Varies Package: 12 oz. bottles only
Availability: Now

Otter Creek Daily Dose IPA
A daily driver built for the long haul, Daily Dose
IPA is dripping with the hop flavors you’ve
come to expect from the OCB Crew. Brewed
with 2-row and rolled oats to deliver a palegolden, hazy body and a creamy mouthfeel
that showcases a juicy hop profile. Daily Dose
IPA is a spicy, dank punch of Mosaic hops is
balanced by the big tropical fruit and citrus notes of
Galaxy and Citra hops. ABV: 5.5% Package: 12 oz.
cans only Availability: Now

Otter Creek Bonus Stage IPA
This new New England IPA packs
everything the OCB Crew has learned
about dry-hopping, hop scheduling
and stable haze into one crushable
can. ABV: 6.7% Package: 12 oz.
cans only Availability: Now

Otter Creek IPA Power Pack
Variety pack includes four each
of Bonus Stage, Daily dose IPA
and Freeflow IPA. ABV: Varies
Availability: Now

Pabst Blue Ribbon Hard Coffee
Pabst Blue Ribbon Hard Coffee is the best of
both worlds: iced coffee with a vanilla flavor and
an alcohol kick. Made with coffee extract (from
Arabica and Robusta coffee beans), milk and
naturally-occurring caffeine (less than 30 mg
per can). ABV: 5% Package: 11 oz. cans only
Availability: Now

SeasonalSELECTIONS
Samuel Adams Cold Snap

Smirnoff Ice Red, White & Berry

A new recipe was developed for the 2020
release of Cold Snap, with an adjusted body
and spice levels for a brighter and smoother
taste. Cold Snap is an unfiltered white ale
with an exotic blend of ten fruits and spices:
orange zest, vanilla, lemon zest, coriander,
rose hips, hibiscus, powdered plum, grains of
paradise, anise and tamarind. Bright orange
notes and a touch of vanilla add smooth, subtle sweetness
for a crisp flavor that signals spring is on its way.
ABV: 5.3% Packages: 12 oz. bottles, 12 oz. cans and
draught (also included in Samuel Adams Spring Variety
Pack and Spring Can Mix Pack) Availability: December

Red, White & Berry is
back and ready to enjoy
in multiple formats.
This flavored malt
beverage has an
amazingly cooling taste of citrus, blue
raspberry and cherry, all combined for
a blast of flavor. Enjoy the burst of berry
flavor with Smirnoff Ice Red, White & Berry! ABV: 4.5%
Packages: 12 oz. cans, 11.2 and 24 oz. bottles
Availability: Mid-February

Samuel Adams Mountain Berry
An all-new seasonal offering that’s light and bright!
This ale is aged on raspberries and blackberries grown
in the Pacific Northwest, boasting bright fruit notes
with a refreshingly light body and low ABV. Hibiscus
and berries deliver a prominent aroma and rosé hue,
with soft cereal and cracker notes from the malt.
ABV: 4.1% Packages: 12 oz. bottles, 12 oz. cans
(also included in Samuel Adams Spring Variety Pack
and Spring Can Mix Pack) Availability: December

Dogfish Head 75 Minute IPA
The original 75 Minute IPA began as a blend
of two of the most beloved beers on tap at
Dogfish Head’s Rehoboth Beach brewpub –
a precise 50-50 bend of 60 and 90 Minute
IPA – and later evolved into a special caskconditioned ale. This year’s release begins
as a classic IPA brewed with maple syrup
from founder Sam Calagione’s family farm, continually
hopped for 75 Minutes during boil, then dry hopped with a
slew of cascade hops. The artwork for 75 Minute IPA was
created by Michaelr 2019 Art Series artist. His imaginative
style incorporates a few hidden gems, including a “funny
glasses” disguise that was part of the original “Johnny Cask”
packaging artwork. ABV: 7.5% Packages: 12 oz. bottles,
cans and draught Availability: Limited availability, now

Dogfish Head and
Rodenbach Vibrant P’Ocean
A collaboration 200 years in the making, this
blended sour is a mix of a two-year, foeder-aged
sour from Rodenbach Brewery in Belgium and a
kettle sour brewed with pilsner malt, malted wheat,
elderberry, elderflower, lemon slices and fleur-de-sel from
Dogfish Head. Bursting with complex, floral aromas of
berries and citrus, this light-bodied brew offers tart, dry
flavors of jammy berries and floral lemon. ABV: 4.7%
Packages: 12 oz. cans and draught Availability: January

Redd’s Wicked Sour Apple
Time to get wicked: Redd’s
Wicked limited-release Sour
Apple is here to stay. Shoppers
can find this perfect storm
of sweet and sour notes in
the Redd’s Wicked variety
pack. And with 8% alcohol by
volume, you’re sure to get the night rolling in the right
way. ABV: 8% Packages: 10, 16 and 24 oz. cans
Availability: Limited availability, in March

Two Roads 13 Months of Sun
The latest Two Evil collab is with with Evil
Twin, Phil and Jeppe took a Road Less
Traveled to Ethiopia, a place that once lured
tourists with the promise of “13 Months
of Sunshine.” There, our nomadic brewers
joined forces with Henok from Sweden’s
Omnipollo and the crew at Embilta Brew
Pub. Together they got to work creating a
unique IPA using quintessential Ethiopian
ingredients including teff, a grain that was one of
civilization’s first cultivated crops, and Ethiopian Sidamo
coffee beans. The result is this truly original Ethiopian
Hazy IPA! ABV: 7% Package: 16 oz. cans only
Availability: Limited availability, now

Two Roads Two Die For
This super decadent
stout is brewed
with a healthy
dose of chocolate
and real raspberry
that together
create a luscious brew that just might remind you of
something you’d find in your favorite box of chocolates.
ABV: 7% Packages: 12 oz. cans and draught
Availability: Limited availability, now
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SeasonalSELECTIONS
Peak Spring IPA
The sun will be shining, the tree’s
will be budding, and the hops will
be bursting when you crack a can of
Peak’s New England-style Spring IPA.
Bright, citrusy, and dripping with hop
juice – this new session IPA sings with
notes of tangerine from a blend of Calypso and Citra
hops. ABV: 4.7% Packages: 12 oz. cans and draught
Availability: February

Peak Winter IPA
Winter IPA is a hazy, hop-bursted New
England Style IPA, brewed to brighten
things up a bit as the colder weather
sets in. Infused with a juicy blend of
Calypso, Azacca, Simcoe and Citra hops,
Peak hopes this beer helps keep you warm and happy
as they wait for Spring. ABV: 6.2% Packages: 12 oz.
cans and draught Availability: Now

Peak Sweet Tart Cranberry
Sweet Tart Cranberry marries tangy, bright
cranberry with a touch of sour that is
entirely refreshing. Peak uses local Cape
Cod cranberries that really shine, and
deliver a rosé-like effervescence that
leaves your taste buds singing. Sweet Tart
Cranberry hits you with the right amount of
flavor in a perfectly light body. ABV: 4.6%
Packages: 12 oz. cans and draught
Availability: Limited availability, now

Peak Nut Brown
Peak’s Nut Brown Ale starts out very
smooth, like an English-style Brown
Ale. The use of Chocolate Malt, Munich
Malt, and Hallartau Hops give this beer a crisp, nutty
finish. Peak Nut Brown is a delectable beer loaded with
complex, differentiated flavors that don’t overwhelm
the palate, making it a perfect dark beer for food
pairing. ABV: 4.8% Packages: 16 oz. cans and draught
Availability: Limited availability, now

Boulevard Tequila Lime Gose
Lively, crisp and clean, this German-style sour is infused
with sea salt, coriander and lime for a refreshing
journey south of the border. Notes of oak, vanilla and
caramelized banana are balanced
by hints of tart lime and tequila,
tapering to a slightly salty finish.
ABV: 4.2% Packages: 12 oz. cans
and draught Availability: February
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Boulevard Chocolate Ale
One of the brightest stars in a city fi lled with
culinary treasures, Christopher Elbow has
been handcrafting masterpieces in chocolate
for more than fifteen years. In that time,
the reputation of his artistic delicacies has
spread around the globe. Elbow’s sweets
are distinguished by their use of unusual
and sometimes surprising ‑ flavors and
ingredients. In that adventurous spirit we joined forces
to bring you a very special Chocolate Ale. Full of surprises,
this distinctive copper-colored ale returns from a threeyear hiatus. Medium bodied and effervescent, the aroma
evokes dried fruits, earth and cocoa, with just a hint of
spicy hops. Mouthwatering flavors of Valrhona chocolate
from Dominican cacao nibs weave seamlessly between
layers of honey, brown sugar, caramel and nutty malt,
deftly harmonizing and rounding into a luscious, lingering
finish. ABV: 8.7% Package: 12 oz. bottles only
Availability: Limited availability, in January

Boulevard Vintage Stock
 collaboration with Les Bourgeois Vineyards and
A
Master Sommelier Doug Frost, Vintage Stock
is a blend of dark, moderately sour, mixedculture saisons aged for many months in oak
foeders, puncheons and red wine barrels. Two
more months on whole cluster Norton grapes
produced this love letter to wild fermentations,
blurring the line between beer and wine in one
deep, neon purple glass. ABV: 10% Package: 750 mL
bottles only Availability: Limited availability, in March

Wormtown Blizzard of 78
The storm by which all storms are measured.
Wormtown’s winter offering pays tribute to those
who were there and those who have endured
hearing about it over and over again. The brewery
created a classic English-style Brown Ale with
fresh roasted coffee beans added from Acoustic
Java to give Blizzard of 78 a rich, smooth
character that will make you enjoy hearing more
stories of walking through 27 inches of snow, uphill,
blah blah blah. ABV: 6% Packages: 16 oz. cans
and draught Availability: Now

Wormtown Buddha’s Juice
Wormtown selected the rare Buddha’s hand, a
variety of citron with long fingers and no fruit inside,
along with grapefruit peel to create a powerful
citrus-forward double IPA. Dry hopped with sorachi
ace to intensify the lemon zest and grapefruit juice profile
of this unique brew. ABV: 9.5% Packages: 16 oz. cans
and draught Availability: January

Non-Alcoholic
In 2019, Burke launched its Functional Beverage Division featuring a variety of non-alcoholic products, from
energy beverages to cold brew coffee and meal replacement beverages. Check out our products below and
stay tuned for updates on our new additions for 2020.

Wine

Bridgeview Pinot Noir

This organic and vegan wine is dry, velvety, tasty
and fruity with a slight aftertaste of bitter almond; it
is well-bodied and harmonic and has good acidity
and alcoholic degree; it is very persistent on the
palate. Package: 750 mL

Brick red in color, this Oregon Pinot Noir has
a lovely earthiness, combined with cherries,
savory strawberries and eucalyptus. A light
wine with flavors of cherries and raspberries,
it lends itself to sipping straight out of the
glass or with more delicate dishes including
salmon and lean game or pork dishes.
Package: 750 mL

Bio Pinot Grigio

Maison Marcel
Sparkling Rosé
Carefully crafted in Provence with Charmat
method, Maison Marcel Sparkling Rosé is
refreshing and perfectly balanced. With vibrant
notes of white peach and lychee, it is crisp
and refreshing and without a doubt the perfect
wine for the Holidays or any celebrations.
Package: 750 mL

The Great Oregon
Wine Company Pinot Noir
Earthy and toasted notes immediately jump from the
glass. These are backed by a sweet palate of dark
cherry, black raspberry, and wild red plum: Polished
tannins and fresh acidity keep the wine vibrant and
balanced with a finish that is clean and long. This
wine is enjoyable now or will benefit from 5 years of
cellaring. Package: 750 mL

Bridgeview
Blue Moon Riesling
A Bridgeview tradition, this wine is a fine
example of German varietals. With floral aromas
of honeysuckle and clover this Riesling has
fruit and citrus with a pleasant, lingering finish.
Package: 750 mL

Bridgeview Blue Moon
Sweet Riesling
This moderately sweet Riesling is fermented
in stainless steel tanks which preserves the
vibrant character of this variety. Fragrant,
with flavors of Pear, Peach, and Pineapple,
the bright, fruity sweetness sets this
wine apart from our traditional Riesling.
Package: 750 mL
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Programs
Belt the Next
Champ with
Modelo and UFC
From February 1st through
mid-April, Casa Modelo will
return with a partnership
with UFC for the third year
in a row. Building Casa
Modelo’s equity as the
Official Beer of the UFC,
POS will drive consumers
to ModeloUSA.com for the
chance to win an opportunity
to belt the next UFC Champ
at International Fight
Week. Additional marketing
support will also include UFC
homepage takeover and
digital banners, as well as
social support across both
Modelo and UFC handles.

New Year, New You with Corona Premier
Corona Premier is running a sweepstakes in the New Year to give away $1500
towards a yearly gym membership! The brand is engaging with consumers
during the key New Year reset timeframe by reminding them that Corona
Premier is low calorie, low carb and a great pairing with a healthy lifestyle.
The program will be supported by retail templates, as well as table tents and
coasters for the on-premise.
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Pacifico Returns
as the Official
Beer of the
Winter X Games
Pacifico is sponsoring the
Winter X Games for the
second year in a row, taking
place January 23rd through
26th, 2020. ESPN’s X Games
Aspen 2020 will celebrate
the world’s top action sports
athletes, including more
than 75 Olympians, as they
return to the biggest stage
in action sports, competing
in events like the SuperPipe,
Big Air and Slopestyle. The
X Games will also feature
historically sold-out musical
performances with 2020
headliners Rae Sremmurd,
ILLENIUM, Alesso and Bazzi.
Pacifico will have presence at
the event with signage, on-site
and on-course branding and
activation. Additionally, the
brand will be heavily featured in
commercials, as well as custom
integrations and features.
Pacifico has also partnered
with athlete-ambassador Jack
Mitrani, TV host and one of
snowboarding’s most popular
personalities. X Games Aspen
will be attended by over 100K
people across the 4 days
and viewed on TV by 2.5
million households.

Programs

Live Your Wave
With White Claw
From January through March,
White Claw is partnering with
Booking.com to give consumers
a chance to win a White Claw
beach house getaway through a
text-to-win promotion!

Enjoy an Irish Neighbor
An Irish Neighbor, a Half & Half with a neighborly twist, is as easy as
1-2-3!
1. P
 our a glass half full with Narragansett Lager.
2. P
 our your favorite stout slowly over a spoon on top of the ’Gansett.
3. Enjoy!
Benefits to the retailer…
• Profitable – import price with 50% ’Gansett Lager cost
• Brand strength of popular independent craft lager and Irish stout
• Fun name that consumers will love
Off-premise, mixed displays of ’Gansett Lager, one of the most popular
independent craft lagers and your favorite stout, the St. Patrick’s Day gold
standard of Irish stouts is a winning combo. Upsell consumers to purchase
both to make Half & Halfs.
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Coors Light Brings
Refreshment to
March Madness
Keep St. Patrick’s Day Chill With
Coors Light
Coors Light is bringing low-key fun to St. Patrick’s Day to keep the day
chill. Coors Light fans will be treated to lucky thermal cups, on-premise
POS, tons of wearables such as hoodies, temporary tattoos and T-shirts,
as well as consumer giveaways to make the holiday unforgettable.

Hamm’s Offbeat Holidays
You’ve waited four years for this celebration,
and it’s finally here. So ring in Leap Day with
Hamm’s! Hamm’s is keeping the Offbeat
Holidays campaign rolling to keep the
festivities – and beer – flowing in a whole
new way.

During March Madness, Coors
Light will bring mountain-cold
refreshment to fans throughout
the tournament with an exclusive
Draft Kings NCAA “Pick ’Em”
game. Fans can enter to
win Silver Seats, a premium
on-premise viewing experience
with cold-cup holders, retractable
food trays and more. Other ways
to get in on the action away
from the court include bartender
gear and giveaways, exclusive
pre-filled, single-use 20 oz.
aluminum cups and Draft Kings
codes to keep the momentum
going throughout the tourney.

Fishing With Keystone
Keystone knows their fans hook,
line and sinker, so they’re making it
easier than ever before for fishing
enthusiasts to enjoy a cool drink
whenever and wherever they choose
to reel one in. The refreshed creative
is sure to catch shoppers’ eyes,
including fishing float tube enhancers
and graphics that help their fisherman
flag fly.
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Miller Lite’s
Pot of Gold
Miller Lite is feeling lucky, and
they want their fans to feel
lucky too. They’re releasing
limited-edition St. Patrick’s Day
thematic aluminum pints and
stadium cups just in time for
the festivities. Consumers will
be seeing green with themed
window clings, photo booths,
banners, tattoos and merch
giveaways all week long.

Miller Lite March Madness
Miller Lite has hoops on the brain, just like the rest of March Madness
nation. Basketball fans will have something to look forward to throughout
the tournament with 22 oz. thematic stadium cups, POS tools, consumer
giveaways and prize packs, including themed T-shirts, jerseys and socks.

Endless Entertainment
With Peroni & Hulu
New year, new shows and movies to binge-watch,
and Peroni has shoppers covered. For a limited time,
consumers can buy a 6-pack or larger of Peroni and
text in their receipt to receive a code to save money on their Hulu subscription.
Peroni knows there’s nothing quite as refreshing as pairing an endless stream
of films and television shows with Italy’s favorite beer.

It’s Miller Time
Miller Lite is reimagining what Miller Time means to a modern, younger market.
Miller Lite reminds audiences that beer represents the original social medium – a
space that has always been about creating an authentic connection. The Original
Lite Beer generated lots of buzz when it “went dark” on its social media handles,
sparking national conversations and widespread media coverage. With 620 million
PR impressions and counting, the campaign has resonated with beer drinkers with its
message that a few good friends are better than a few thousand followers.
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Steel Reserve Alloy Series Slushies
It isn’t really fun until someone brings the spiked slushies.
Steel Reserve is bringing young, adventurous drinkers the
chance to make boozy slushies any hour of the day – all they
need is 6 cans, a slushy machine and 45 minutes. Themed
holiday mixes throughout the year will make sure there’s
always something new to try.
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Share a photo of your
’stache – self-grown, drawnon or Guinness-enhanced
– with @GuinnessUS using
#StacheForCharity, and Guinness
will donate $1 to the Guinness
Gives Back Fund (corporate
advised fund implemented by
the FCC Foundation). Guinness
will donate up to $100,000
to the fund between January
1st and March 31st 2020.
Note it in your calendar that
February 7th 2020 is National
#StacheForCharity Day!

Guinness
Six Nations Rugby
Cheer on your favorite Six Nations team
with Guinness! Guinness events, features or
specials can be partnered with all Six Nation’s
games! Key game England VS Ireland game.

Guinness Draught Gilroy Special Edition Can & Bottle
Celebrate the Guinness campaigns of the 1930s and ’50s with special edition St. Patrick’s Day
packaging to drive sales and delight consumers!
On-premise: Secure Guinness specials and features in can and bottle accounts, promote features
with specially created POS, drive sales with sampling events and pint glass giveaways leading up to
St. Patrick’s Day (where legal).
Off-premise: Start celebrating early by building pre-St. Patrick’s Day displays with Guinness Gilroy
cans and bottles with specially created POS. Add Guinness LTO cans and bottles to St. Patrick’s Day
displays to add a festive touch and drive incremental sales.
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89 Teed Drive
Randolph, MA 02368
781-986-6300

Celebrate St. Patrick’s Day with none other than
Guinness! Celebrate Guinness Time! Leverage and
promote Guinness features and specials leading
up to and through St. Patrick’s Day. Utilize the
full suite of POS, staff wearables and consumer
giveaways to make your account a St. Patrick’s
Day “destination”.

The Corona Hotline Is Back for
March Hoops
For the first time ever, Corona will be bringing March Hoops to
the Corona Hotline. With help from their new operator, Kenny
Smith, the hotline will provide a unique way to engage consumers
beginning March 1st and continuing through the entirety of the
tournament. Additionally, callers will have the opportunity to win
ticket credits through Stubhub to get in on the action and go
see their favorite team play. This program is supported by POS, a
dedicated TV spot for March basketball and a robust media plan,
including TV impressions in almost every round of the tournament.
Make your picks and find your bracket beach with Corona!

